What Do I bring into this Inquiry?

How do we Enable Systemic Conversations?
Why are these conversations resisted and how do we mitigate this resistance?

Reflective Memos

Motivation
(What is behind my goals & research question?)

Practice
(What have I learnt from previous projects & case studies in my practice?)

Identity
(What experiences, beliefs and assumptions do I bring into this research?)

EXPERIENTIAL KNOWLEDGE
LEARNING FROM PREVIOUS PRACTICE

Case Study Memos

Reflections on Practice
How will I approach this Inquiry?
Experiments with Enabling

Loupe Project

Consultancy Project

- What did we learn about the clients system
- Designers reaction to the build environment - the fit
- The consultancy’s system
- The build environment
- How did our hypothesis work?
- What did we do in this space - tools and methods?
- What questions are we encountering?
- Noticeable events
- Current and future capabilities
- What could we have done better?
- Contribution to outcomes & measures